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Book Suggestions:
What Others have Stocked in Criminal Law

Check Your Catalogue!
TITLE: Criminal law
AUTHOR: - Howard, Colin.
KW - Criminal law -- Australia.
PLACE: Sydney
PUBLISHER: Law Book Co.
ISSN/ISBN: 0455204578 / 0455204586 (pbk.)
PAGINATION: lxii, 452 p.
EDITION: 4th

TITLE: Fundamental principles of criminal law : cases and materials
AUTHOR: - Chan, Wing Cheong.
AUTHOR: - Hor, Michael Yew Meng.
AUTHOR: - Ramraj, Victor Vridar, 1968-
KW - Criminal law -- Singapore. 2. Criminal law -- Malaysia.
PLACE: Singapore ; Dayton, Ohio
PUBLISHER: LexisNexis
ISSN/ISBN: 9812364099
PAGINATION: xxxvii, 694 p.

TITLE: Punishment and culture : a right to punish?
AUTHOR: - Falcón y Tella, María José & Falcón y Tella, Fernando.
KW - Punishment.
KW - Punishment -- Moral and ethical aspects.
KW - Criminal law.
KW - Crime prevention.
PLACE: Leiden ; Boston
PUBLISHER: Martinus Nijhoff
YEAR: c2006.
ISSN/ISBN: 9789004151499
PAGINATION: xix, 267 p.

TITLE: Privacy and the criminal law
AUTHOR: - Claes, Erik; Duff, Antony; Gutwirth, Serge.
KW - Privacy, Right of -- Europe.
KW - Criminal procedure -- Europe.
KW - Data protection -- Law and legislation -- Europe.
PLACE: Antwerp ; Holmes Beach, Fl
PUBLISHER: Intersentia
YEAR: c2006.
ISSN/ISBN: 9050955452
PAGINATION: x, 199 p.

TITLE: Understanding criminal law
AUTHOR: - Dressler, Joshua.
KW - Criminal law -- United States.
PLACE: Newark, NJ
PUBLISHER: LexisNexis
YEAR: c2006.
ISSN/ISBN: 082057001X (soft cover)

EDITION: 4th

TITLE: Criminal law
KW - Criminal law -- United States.
KW - Criminal procedure -- United States.
KW - Persons (Law)
KW - Domestic relations.
PLACE: Chicago
PUBLISHER: Blackstone Institute
YEAR: c1917.
PAGINATION: xxxi, 834 p.

TITLE: International and European financial criminal law
AUTHOR: - Bantekas, Ilias.
AUTHOR: - Keramidas, Giannis.
AUTHOR: - Cameron, Iain, 1959-
KW - Commercial crimes.
KW - Commercial crimes -- European Union countries.
KW - Transnational crime.
KW - International offenses.
KW - Criminal procedure -- European Union countries.
KW - Criminal law -- European Union countries.
PLACE: London
PUBLISHER: LexisNexis Butterworths
YEAR: c2006.
ISSN/ISBN: 9781405715645
ISSN/ISBN: 1405715642
PAGINATION: xxxvi, 334 p.

TITLE: World encyclopedia of police forces and correctional systems
AUTHOR: - Kurian, George Thomas.
AUTHOR: - Kurian, George Thomas. World encyclopedia of police forces and penal systems.
KW - Police -- Encyclopedias.
KW - Corrections -- Encyclopedias.
KW - Criminal law -- Encyclopedias.
PLACE: Detroit
PUBLISHER: Thomson Gale
YEAR: c2006.
ISSN/ISBN: 0787677361 (set hardcover : alk. paper)
ISSN/ISBN: 078767737X (vol 1 : alk. paper)
ISSN/ISBN: 0787677388 (vol 2 : alk. paper)
PAGINATION: 2 v. (xix, 1274 p.)

TITLE: Criminal litigation
AUTHOR: - Butler, Maura.
AUTHOR: - Law Society of Ireland.
KW - Criminal law -- Ireland.
KW - Criminal law -- Ireland -- Cases.
KW - Criminal procedure -- Ireland.
KW - Criminal procedure -- Ireland -- Cases.
PLACE: Oxford
PUBLISHER: Oxford University Press
YEAR: 2006.
ISSN/ISBN: 9781841741789
ISSN/ISBN: 1841741787
PAGINATION: xxvi, 297 p.

TITLE: Criminal law : theory and doctrine
AUTHOR: - Simester, A. P.
AUTHOR: - Sullivan, G. R.
KW - Criminal law -- England.
KW - Criminal law -- Wales.
PLACE: Oxford ; Portland, Or.
PUBLISHER: Hart
ISSN/ISBN: 9781841137056 (pbk.)
EDITION: 3rd

TITLE: Criminal law and procedure : cases and materials
AUTHOR: - Boyce, Ronald N.
AUTHOR: - Dripps, Donald A., 1957-
AUTHOR: - Perkins, Rollin Morris, 1889-
KW - Criminal law -- United States -- Cases.
KW - Criminal procedure -- United States -- Cases.
PLACE: New York, NY [Eagan, Minn.]
PUBLISHER: Foundation Press ; Thomson/West
ISSN/ISBN: 9781599412481 (alk. paper)
ISSN/ISBN: 1599412489
PAGINATION: xxxi, 1409 p.
EDITION: 10th

TITLE: Modern criminal law : cases, comments, and questions
AUTHOR: - LaFave, Wayne R.
KW - Criminal law -- United States -- Cases.
PLACE: St. Paul, Minn.
PUBLISHER: Thomson/West
YEAR: c2006.
ISSN/ISBN: 9780314159021 (alk. paper)
ISSN/ISBN: 0314159029 (alk. paper)
PAGINATION: lxxi, 894, 96 p.
EDITION: 4th

TITLE: Criminal law : examples & explanations
AUTHOR: - Singer, Richard G.
AUTHOR: - La Fond, John Q.
AUTHOR: - Singer, Richard G. Criminal law examples and explanations.
KW - Criminal law -- United States -- Outlines, syllabi, etc.
PLACE: Austin
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer Law & Business

TITLE: Criminal law and its processes : cases and materials
AUTHOR: Kadish, Sanford H.
AUTHOR: Schulhofer, Stephen J.
AUTHOR: Steiker, Carol S. (Carol Susan)
KW - Criminal law -- United States -- Cases.
PLACE: New York : Austin
PUBLISHER: Aspen Publishers ; Wolters Kluwer Law & Business
ISSN/ISBN: 9780735557949 (hbk.)
ISSN/ISBN: 0735557942 (hbk.)
PAGINATION: xliii, 1173 p.
EDITION: 4th

TITLE: Criminal law
AUTHOR: Borden, David M.
AUTHOR: Orland, Leonard.
KW - Criminal law -- Connecticut.
PLACE: Eagan, Minn.
PUBLISHER: Thomson/West
PAGINATION: xxxiii, 821, 25, 20, 72 p.

TITLE: International criminal law
AUTHOR: Bantekas, Ilias.
AUTHOR: Nash, Susan, barrister.
KW - Criminal law.
KW - Criminal jurisdiction.
KW - International offenses.
PLACE: London ; New York
PUBLISHER: Routledge-Cavendish
ISSN/ISBN: 9780415418454 (pbk. : alk. paper)
PAGINATION: xli, 594 p.
ABSTRACT: Theory of international criminal law -- Principles of liability and participation in international criminal law -- Defences in international criminal law -- State jurisdiction and immunities -- War crimes and grave breaches -- Crimes against humanity -- Genocide -- Offences against the person -- International criminal law of the sea -- Terrorism -- Transnational offences 1 -- Transnational offences 2 - - Extradition -- Abduction -- Mutual legal assistance -- Mutual legal assistance: national perspectives -- International police co-operation -- Evidence before the Ad Hoc tribunals -- Nuremberg, Tokyo, and the birth of modern international criminal law -- The international criminal tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda -- The permanent international criminal court -- Internationalised domestic criminal tribunals.
EDITION: 3rd
TITLE: The currency of justice : fines and damages in consumer societies
AUTHOR: - O'Malley, Pat.
KW - Fines (Penalties)
KW - Punishment.
KW - Criminal law.
PLACE: Abingdon, Oxon ; New York
PUBLISHER: Routledge-Cavendish
ISSN/ISBN: 9780415425674
ISSN/ISBN: 0415425670
ISSN/ISBN: 9781845681128
ISSN/ISBN: 1845681126
PAGINATION: xi, 187 p.
ABSTRACT: Money sanctions -- Penal fines -- Regulatory fines -- Monetary damages.

TITLE: International criminal law : a critical introduction
AUTHOR: - Zahar, Alexander.
AUTHOR: - Sluiter, Göran.
KW - International offenses.
KW - Criminal procedure (International law)
KW - Criminal jurisdiction.
KW - Criminal law.
PLACE: Oxford ; New York
PUBLISHER: Oxford University Press
ISSN/ISBN: 9780406959041
PAGINATION: xlviii, 530 p.
ABSTRACT: International criminal tribunals : new faces in the international legal order -- Participants in international criminal proceedings -- "Custom" and other sources of substantive international criminal law -- War-crimes law in the new century -- Genocide law : an education in sentimentalism -- Rise to prominence of crimes against humanity and codification of "ethnic cleansing" -- Facets of personal liability for participation in crimes -- Due process and human rights -- Litigation landmarks in the preparation and conduct of trials -- Evidence in international criminal proceedings -- Defence practice at the international tribunals -- Relations with national jurisdictions -- International criminal law and the domestic legal order : the national application of international criminal law.
N1 - Includes bibliographical references and index.

TITLE: The Nigerian criminal law / by Peter A. Ocheme.
AUTHOR: - Ocheme, P. A. (Peter A.)
KW - Criminal law -- Nigeria.
PLACE: Kaduna, Nigeria
PUBLISHER: Liberty Publications
YEAR: 2006.
ISSN/ISBN: 978041798281
PAGINATION: xi, 381 p.

TITLE: Principles of criminal law
AUTHOR: - Simister, A. P.
AUTHOR: - Brookbanks, Warren J.
KW - Criminal law -- New Zealand.
PLACE: Wellington [N.Z.]
PUBLISHER: Thomson/Brookers
ISSN/ISBN: 9780864725851 (pbk.)
PAGINATION: ix, 791 p.
EDITION: 3rd
TITLE: Principles of criminal law
AUTHOR: - Colvin, Eric, 1945-
AUTHOR: - Anand, Sanjeev Singh, 1970-
KW - Criminal law -- Canada.
PLACE: Toronto
PUBLISHER: Thomson/Carswell
ISSN/ISBN: 9780779813247
EDITION: 3rd

TITLE: Criminal law
AUTHOR: - Snyman, C. R.
KW - Criminal law -- South Africa.
PLACE: Durban
PUBLISHER: LexisNexis
ISSN/ISBN: 9780409033762
ISSN/ISBN: 9780409023947 (pbk.)
PAGINATION: xii, 625 p.
N1 - Includes bibliographical references (p. 565-571) and index.

TITLE: Criminal law : cases and comments
AUTHOR: - Moenssens, Andre A.
KW - Criminal law -- United States -- Cases.
PLACE: New York :[St. Paul, Minn.]
PUBLISHER: Foundation Press ; Thomson/West
ISSN/ISBN: 9781599413150
PAGINATION: xliii, 1311 p.
EDITION: 8th

TITLE: New York Code of criminal justice : a practical guide
AUTHOR: - Del Vecchio, Kenneth.
AUTHOR: - Byrne, Heather.
AUTHOR: - Nabulsi, Mohamed H.
KW - Criminal law -- New York.
KW - Criminal procedure -- New York.
PLACE: Upper Saddle River, NJ
PUBLISHER: Pearson/Prentice Hall
YEAR: c2009.
ISSN/ISBN: 9780132308878 (alk. paper)
ISSN/ISBN: 0132308878 (alk. paper)
PAGINATION: xi, 916 p.
ABSTRACT: General purposes, rules of construction, and definitions -- Principles of criminal liability -- Defenses -- Sentences -- Anticipatory offenses -- Offenses against the person involving physical injury, sexual conduct, restraint, and intimidation -- Offenses involving damage to and intrusion upon property - - Offenses involving theft -- Offenses involving fraud -- Offenses against public administration -- Offenses against public health and morals -- Offenses against public order, public sensibilities, and the right to privacy -- Offenses against marriage, the family, and the welfare of children and incompetents -- Offenses against public safety -- Provisions relating to firearms, fireworks, pornography equipment, and vehicles used in the transportation of gambling records -- Organized Crime Control Act -- Hate Crimes Act of 2000 -- Laws repealed : time of taking effect.

TITLE: Criminal law
AUTHOR: - Jones, Timothy H.
AUTHOR: - Christie, Michael G. A.
KW - Criminal law -- Scotland.
PLACE: Edinburgh
PUBLISHER: Thomson/W. Green
ISSN/ISBN: 9780414016835 (pbk.)
ISSN/ISBN: 0414016831 (pbk.)
EDITION: 4th

TITLE: A review of the excuse of accident : discussion paper
KW - Criminal law -- Australia -- Queensland.
KW - Self-defense -- Australia -- Queensland.
KW - Accident law -- Australia -- Queensland.
PLACE: North Quay, Queensland
PUBLISHER: Queensland Law Reform Commission

TITLE: The German criminal code : a modern English translation
AUTHOR: - Bohlander, Michael, 1962-
KW - Criminal law -- Germany.
PLACE: Oxford ; Portland, Or.
PUBLISHER: Hart
ISSN/ISBN: 9781841138312 (pbk.)
ISSN/ISBN: 1841138312 (pbk.)
PAGINATION: ix, 216 p.

TITLE: EU criminal law
AUTHOR: - Mitsilegas, Valsamis, 1971-
KW - Criminal law -- European Union countries.
PLACE: Oxford
PUBLISHER: Hart
ISSN/ISBN: 9781841135854 (pbk.)
ISSN/ISBN: 1841135852 (pbk.)
PAGINATION: xii, 352 p.

TITLE: Crime, procedure, and evidence in a comparative and international context : essays in honour of Professor Mirjan Damaška
AUTHOR: - Damaška, Mirjan R., 1931-
AUTHOR: - Langer, Máximo.
AUTHOR: - Tillers, Peter.
KW - Criminal law.
KW - International offenses.
KW - Criminal procedure.
KW - Criminal procedure (International law)
KW - Evidence, Criminal.
PLACE: Oxford ; Portland, Or.
PUBLISHER: Hart Pub.
ISSN/ISBN: 9781841136820 (hbk.)
ISSN/ISBN: 1841136824 (hbk.)
PAGINATION: xii, 438 p.

TITLE: Principles of German criminal law
AUTHOR: - Bohlander, Michael, 1962-
KW - Criminal law -- Germany.
PLACE: Oxford ; Portland, Or.
PUBLISHER: Hart Pub.
ISSN/ISBN: 9781841136301 (pbk.)
ISSN/ISBN: 1841136301 (pbk.)
PAGINATION: xiv, 244 p.
VOL: v. 2

TITLE: Criminal major acts
AUTHOR: - Pakistan.
AUTHOR: - Mahmood, Zahid.
KW - Criminal law -- Pakistan.
PLACE: Lahore
PUBLISHER: National Law Book House
YEAR: 2008
PAGINATION: 1616 p.

TITLE: Criminal law and practice
AUTHOR: - Forster, Stephen, LL. B.
KW - Criminal law -- England.
KW - Criminal law -- Wales.
KW - Criminal procedure -- England.
KW - Criminal procedure -- Wales.
PLACE: London
PUBLISHER: Sweet & Maxwell
ISSN/ISBN: 9781847034496
PAGINATION: lxxix, 709 p.
EDITION: 1s

TITLE: Scots criminal law : a critical analysis
AUTHOR: - Ferguson, Pamela R.
AUTHOR: - McDiarmid, Claire.
KW - Criminal law -- Scotland.
PLACE: Dundee
PUBLISHER: Dundee University Press
ISSN/ISBN: 9781845860394
PAGINATION: liii, 645 p.
TITLE: The Dutch criminal justice system
AUTHOR: - Tak, P. J. P.
KW - Criminal justice, Administration of -- Netherlands.
KW - Criminal law -- Netherlands.
PLACE: Nijmegen, The Netherlands
PUBLISHER: Wolf Legal Publishers
ISSN/ISBN: 9789058503428
ISSN/ISBN: 9058503429
PAGINATION: x, 189 p.
EDITION: [3rd].

TITLE: Inside criminal law : what matters and why
AUTHOR: - Burkoff, John M.
AUTHOR: - Weaver, Russell L., 1952-
KW - Criminal law -- United States.
KW - Criminal law.
PLACE: Austin
PUBLISHER: Wolters Kluwer Law & Business
ISSN/ISBN: 9780735564107 (pbk. : alk. paper)
ABSTRACT: Purposes of the criminal law -- Actus reus requirement -- Mens rea -- Causation -- Complicity -- Attempt -- Conspiracy -- Homicide -- Assault and battery -- Rape and sexual assault -- Theft offenses and related crimes -- Justification defenses -- Excuses.

TITLE: EU criminal law and justice
AUTHOR: - Fletcher, Maria, LL. B., LL. M.
AUTHOR: - Lööf, Robin.
AUTHOR: - Gilmore, William C.
KW - Criminal law -- European Union countries.
KW - Criminal justice, Administration of -- European Union countries.
PLACE: Cheltenham, UK ; Northampton, MA, USA
PUBLISHER: Edward Elgar
ISSN/ISBN: 9781845426972 (cased)

TITLE: Criminal law : cases and materials
AUTHOR: - Weisberg, Robert, 1946-
AUTHOR: - Binder, Guyora.
KW - Criminal law -- United States -- Cases.
PLACE: New York
PUBLISHER: Aspen Publishers
ISSN/ISBN: 9780735568358
PAGINATION: xxxv, 1106 p.
ABSTRACT: The purposes and limits of punishment -- The Criminal Act -- The guilty mind -- Causation -- Intentional homicide -- Unintentional homicide -- Capital murder and the death penalty -- Defensive force, necessity, and duress -- Mental illness as a defense -- Attempt -- Complicity -- Conspiracy -- Rape -- Theft offenses -- Perjury, false statements, and obstruction of justice.
EDITION: 6th

TITLE: Regulating deviance : the redirection of criminalisation and the futures of criminal law
AUTHOR: - McSherry, Bernadette.
TITLE: Challenging the rule(s) of law: colonialism, criminology and human rights in India

AUTHOR: - Kannabiran, Kalpana.
AUTHOR: - Singh, Ranbir.
KW - Criminal justice, Administration of -- India.
KW - Rule of law -- India -- History.
KW - Crime -- India -- History.
KW - Criminology -- India -- History.
KW - Criminal law -- India.
KW - Human rights -- India.
KW - India -- History -- British occupation, 1765-1947.
PUBLISHER: SAGE Publications
PAGINATION: xix, 495 p.


TITLE: Criminal, local & special laws, minor acts, central & provincial

AUTHOR: - Pakistan.
AUTHOR: - Mahmood, Zahid.
KW - Criminal law -- Pakistan.
PLACE: Lahore
PUBLISHER: National Law Book House
PAGINATION: 2062 p.
TITLE: Mental disorder and criminal law: responsibility, punishment, and competence
AUTHOR: Schopp, Robert F.
KW - Insanity Defense.
KW - Criminal Law.
KW - Mental Competency.
KW - Insanity (Law)
KW - Capacity and disability.
PLACE: New York
PUBLISHER: Springer
YEAR: c2009.
ISSN/ISBN: 9780387848440 (alk. paper)
ISSN/ISBN: 0387848444 (alk. paper)
ABSTRACT: Contributors to this important volume: Examine the effects of depression at different stages of legal procedure. Offer proposed criteria for [prohibiting] capital punishment [of] the severely mentally ill. Identify moral and procedural concerns in the use of child victims as witnesses. Analyze the balance between present responsibility and future risk. Untangle clinical and ethical issues for clinicians involved in capital sentencing. Clarify the process of psychological evaluation of competence to be executed. Review degrees of psychopathy in the context of criminal culpability. -- Provided by publisher.

TITLE: In the name of justice: leading experts reexamine the classic article "The aims of the criminal law"
AUTHOR: Lynch, Timothy.
AUTHOR: Dershowitz, Alan M. How would Henry Hart have approached the problem of suicide terrorism?
KW - Criminal justice, Administration of -- United States.
KW - Criminal law -- United States.
KW - Criminal law.
PLACE: Washington, D.C.
PUBLISHER: Cato Institute
YEAR: c2009.
PAGINATION: xxx, 246 p.
ABSTRACT: The aims of the criminal law / Henry M. Hart, Jr. -- You're (probably) a federal criminal / Alex Kozinski and Misha Tseytlin -- How correct was Henry M. Hart? / James Q. Wilson --Federal Criminal Law: punishing benign intentions; a betrayal of Professor Hart's admonition to prosecute Only the Blameworthy / Harvey A. Silverglate -- Henry Hart's "The aims of the criminal law": a reconsideration / Richard A. Posner -- How would Henry Hart have approached the problem of suicide terrorism? / Alan M. Dershowitz -- The community's role in defining the aims of the criminal law / James B. Jacobs -- If the criminal law don't fit, civilly commit / Richard B. Sanders, Jacob Zahniser, and Derek Bishop -- Substantive limitations on the criminal law: random thoughts of a judicial conservative / Stephen Markman.

TITLE: The principle of legality in international and comparative criminal law
AUTHOR: Gallant, Kenneth S., 1951-
KW - Criminal jurisdiction.
KW - International offenses.
KW - Human rights.
KW - International criminal courts.
KW - Criminal law.
PLACE: Cambridge [UK] ; New York
PUBLISHER: Cambridge University Press
ABSTRACT: Legality in criminal law, its purposes, and its competitors -- A partial history to World War II -- Nuremberg, Tokyo, and other Post-War cases -- Modern development of international human rights law : practice involving multilateral treaties and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights -- Modern comparative law development : national provisions concerning legality -- Legality in the modern international and internationalized criminal courts and tribunals (with a note on legality in internationally-supervised trust territories) -- Legality as a rule of customary international law today.

TITLE: American criminal law : cases, statutes and comments
AUTHOR: - Dubber, Markus Dirk.
AUTHOR: - Kelman, Mark.
KW - Criminal law -- United States -- Cases.
PLACE: New York, NY
PUBLISHER: Foundation Press
ISSN/ISBN: 1599415690
ISSN/ISBN: 9781599415697
PAGINATION: 1 v. (various pagings)
EDITION: 2nd

TITLE: European criminal law : an integrative approach
AUTHOR: - Klip, André.
KW - Criminal law -- European Union countries.
KW - Criminal procedure -- European Union countries.
KW - Criminal law -- Europe.
KW - Criminal procedure -- Europe.
KW - Internationaal strafrecht.
KW - Europes recht.
KW - EU-landen.
PLACE: Antwerp ; Portland :Portland, OR, USA
PUBLISHER: Intersentia ;
YEAR: c2009.
ISSN/ISBN: 9789050957724
ISSN/ISBN: 9050957722
PAGINATION: xv, 531 p.
VOL: v. 2

TITLE: Essential texts on international and European criminal law
AUTHOR: - Vermeulen, G. (Gert)
KW - Criminal law -- Europe -- Sources.
KW - Criminal procedure -- Europe -- Sources.
KW - Criminal justice, Administration of -- Europe -- Sources.
PLACE: Antwerpen :Portland, OR
PUBLISHER: Maklu ;
ISSN/ISBN: 9789046602218
ISSN/ISBN: 9046602214
PAGINATION: 1073 p.
EDITION: 5th.

TITLE: Criminal litigation
AUTHOR: - Butler, Maura.
KW - Criminal law -- Ireland.
KW - Criminal law -- Ireland -- Cases.
ABSTRACT: Introduction -- The impact of human rights law on criminal litigation practice -- Managing a criminal litigation practice -- Fundamental principles of the law of evidence -- The skills of the criminal advocate -- The criminal investigation -- Commencement of proceedings -- Bail, adjournments, and remands -- Legal aid -- The choice of trial venue -- The conduct of summary trials -- Proceedings relating to indictable offences -- Juveniles in the criminal process -- Sentencing -- Appeals and judicial review -- Road traffic offences -- The proceeds of crime.

EDITION: 2nd

TITLES: International and transnational criminal law
AUTHOR: - Luban, David, 1949-
AUTHOR: - O’Sullivan, Julie R., 1959-
AUTHOR: - Stewart, David P.
KW - Criminal law.
KW - Criminal jurisdiction.
KW - International offenses.
KW - International criminal courts.
PLACE: New York
PUBLISHER: Aspen Publishers
YEAR: c2010.
ISSN/ISBN: 97807355562141
PAGINATION: xxxix, 1272 p.

ABSTRACT: The idea of international criminal law -- International law preliminaries -- International criminal tribunals : from Nuremberg to the Hague and beyond -- Comparative criminal procedure and sentencing -- Jurisdiction -- Immunities -- U.S. constitutional rights in a transnational context -- Obtaining evidence abroad -- International extradition and its alternatives -- The effect of treaty rights, as construed by international tribunals, on domestic criminal enforcement : the death penalty -- Organized crime -- Trafficking in people, drugs, and arms -- Money laundering -- Corruption -- Terrorism -- The International Criminal Court -- Modes of participation and mens rea -- Defenses to international criminal prosecutions -- Crimes against humanity -- Genocide -- War crimes -- Torture and cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment or punishment -- Sexual violence -- Alternatives to prosecution after atrocity : a survey of other transitional justice mechanisms.

TITLES: Fictions of justice : the International Criminal Court and the challenge of legal pluralism in Sub-Saharan Africa
AUTHOR: - Clarke, Kamari Maxine, 1966-
KW - Legal polycentricity -- Africa, Sub-Saharan.
KW - International and municipal law -- Africa, Sub-Saharan.
KW - Religion and law -- Africa, Sub-Saharan.
KW - Criminal law -- Africa, Sub-Saharan.
PLACE: Cambridge ; New York
PUBLISHER: Cambridge University Press
ABSTRACT: Constructing fictions: moral economies in the tribunalization of violence -- Crafting the victim, crafting the perpetrator: new spaces of power, new specters of justice -- Multiple spaces of justice: Uganda, the International Criminal Court and the politics of inequality -- "Religious" and "secular" micropractices: the roots of secular law, the political content of radical Islamic beliefs -- "The hand will go to hell": Islamic law and the crafting of the spiritual self -- Islamic sharia at the crossroads: human rights challenges and the strategic translation of vernacular imaginaries.

TITLE: Criminal law & procedure: proof, defences, and beyond
AUTHOR: - Abell, J. (Jennie), 1951-
AUTHOR: - Sheehy, Elizabeth A.
AUTHOR: - Bakht, Natasha.
KW - Criminal law -- Canada -- Cases.
KW - Criminal procedure -- Canada -- Cases.
KW - Burden of proof -- Canada -- Cases.
KW - Defense (Criminal procedure) -- Canada -- Cases.
PLACE: Concord, ON
PUBLISHER: Captus Press
YEAR: c2009.
ISSN/ISBN: 9781553222002
ISSN/ISBN: 1553222008
EDITION: 4th

TITLE: Acing criminal law: a checklist approach to criminal law
AUTHOR: - Burkoff, John M.
KW - Criminal law -- United States -- Outlines, syllabi, etc.
PLACE: St. Paul, MN
PUBLISHER: West
YEAR: c2009.
ISSN/ISBN: 9780314190369 (pbk.: alk. paper)
ISSN/ISBN: 0314190368 (pbk.: alk. paper)
PAGINATION: xvii, 250 p.

TITLE: African guide to international criminal justice
AUTHOR: - Du Plessis, Max.
AUTHOR: - Institute for Security Studies (South Africa)
KW - Criminal justice, Administration of -- Africa.
KW - Criminal law -- Africa.
KW - Criminal jurisdiction -- Africa.
KW - International offenses -- Africa.
PLACE: Tshwane (Pretoria), South Africa
PUBLISHER: Institute for Security Studies
ISSN/ISBN: 9781920114534 (pbk.)
ISSN/ISBN: 192011453X (pbk.)
PAGINATION: xi, 205 p.
ABSTRACT: Africa has been at the forefront of developments in international criminal justice. Several initiatives have targeted those responsible for serious human rights violations: the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, the Special Court for Sierra Leone as well as the cases involving Hissene Habre, Colonel Mengitsu Haile Mariam and Charles Taylor. At the political level, support for ending impunity
for those responsible for war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity is also evident: the African Union’s Constitutive Act commits member countries to stamping out impunity, and more than half of African states have ratified the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC). But for a continent that is home to many international human rights atrocities, the real challenge is converting this political commitment into awareness and implementation. To enhance the capacity of African countries to end impunity, the African Guide to International Criminal Justice provides judges, prosecutors, defence lawyers and government officials with an African-focused manual on international criminal justice. The Guide aims to ensure that international criminal justice is better understood and that African states are equipped to comply with their obligations under international law and the Rome Statute.

**TITLE:** Criminal law in a nutshell  
**AUTHOR:** - Loewy, Arnold H.  
**KW:** Criminal law -- United States.  
**PLACE:** St. Paul, MN  
**PUBLISHER:** West  
**YEAR:** c2009.  
**ISSN/ISBN:** 9780314194961  
**PAGINATION:** xxxv, 347 p.  
**EDITION:** 5th

**TITLE:** Legal Division handbook.  
**AUTHOR:** - Federal Law Enforcement Training Center. Legal Division.  
**AUTHOR:** - United States. Dept. of Homeland Security.  
**KW:** Police training -- United States.  
**KW:** Law enforcement -- United States.  
**KW:** Criminal procedure -- United States.  
**KW:** Criminal law -- United States.  
**PLACE:** Glynco, Ga. :Washington, DC  
**PUBLISHER:** Federal Law Enforcement Training Center  
**YEAR:** 2009.  
**ISSN/ISBN:** 9780160839726  
**PAGINATION:** viii, 540, xl p.  
**ABSTRACT:** Authority and jurisdiction of Federal land management agencies -- Conspiracy and parties -- Constitutional law -- Courtroom evidence -- Courtroom testimony -- Criminal law -- Electronic law and evidence -- Federal court procedures -- Fourth Amendment -- Government workplace searches -- Officer liability -- Searching and seizing computers -- Fifth and Sixth Amendments -- Use of force.

**TITLE:** Criminal law  
**AUTHOR:** - Brody, David C.  
**AUTHOR:** - Acker, James R., 1951-  
**KW:** Criminal law -- United States.  
**PLACE:** Sudbury, Mass.  
**PUBLISHER:** Jones and Bartlett Publishers  
**YEAR:** c2010.  
**ISSN/ISBN:** 9780763759131 (casebound)  
**PAGINATION:** xvii, 412 p.
EDITION: 2nd

TITLE: Criminal law
AUTHOR: - Wahlgren, Peter.
AUTHOR: - Stockholm Institute for Scandinavian Law.
AUTHOR: - Stockholms universitet. Juridiska fakulteten.
KW - Criminal law -- Sweden.
KW - Criminal law -- Denmark.
KW - Criminal law -- Finland.
PLACE: Stockholm
PUBLISHER: Stockholm Institute for Scandinavian Law
YEAR: c2009.
ISSN/ISBN: 9789185142682
ISSN/ISBN: 9185142689

ABSTRACT: An introduction to criminal law -- Elements of a crime -- Anticipatory offenses and parties to crimes -- Defenses to criminal culpability, part I -- Defenses to criminal culpability, part II -- Criminal homicide -- Assault, robbery, rape, and other serious crimes against the person -- Property and related crimes -- Crimes against public order and public decency -- Crimes against the government and terrorism -- Drug abuse and drug trafficking -- Sentencing and the criminal law.

TITLE: Contemporary criminal law : concepts, cases, and controversies
AUTHOR: - Lippman, Matthew Ross, 1948-
KW - Criminal law -- United States.
PUBLISHER: Sage Publications
YEAR: c2010.
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